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§ 18. Ion Neoclassical Transport in the Presence 
of Steep Density Gradient 
Wang, W. (UC Irvine), Okamoto, M., Nakajima, N., 
Murakami, S. 
A 8f si111ulation code nalned "FORTEC" (Fi -
nite ORbit Transport study by the Extensive 
Code) has been developed based on the new 
Inethod e111ploying bvo weights assigned to each 
si111ldation particle I) . By using "FORTEC", the 
Inodifi.cations to ion neoclassical transport fr0111 
the fini te orbi t width dynalnics are investigated . 
The simulations which are perforn1ed over global 
poloidal cross section enable us to calculate the 
neoclass ical transport in both the region near 
111agnetic axis and that far from it (including the 
edge region of confined plas111a) . ~/Ioreover, the 
glo bal simulatio11s enable us to calculate nonlo-
cal transport fluxes which depend not only on 
the local gradients bu t on the entire densi ty' and 
telnperat ure profi.les a.s well. Our calculations 
focu s on the banana-plateau regi111e in which the 
present fusion plas111as are 1110St operated. 
Figure 1 shows the dependence of ion ther111al 
conductivity on density gradient length. YVhen 
the banana \vidth increases,the ion thern1al con-
ductivity is significantly reduced froln its con-
ventional neoclassical result. 
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Fig.l. Ion thennal diffusivity Xr vs. 6[1 (ba-
nana width) / i-n (density' gradient. scale 
length). 
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Fig.2 . Ion particle fiux r vs . 6& (banana 
width) / Ln (density gradient scale length). 
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Fig.3 . Distribution of ion particle flux r . 
It is found fron1 Fig.2 and 3 that in the pres-
ence of steep density gradient ion particle flux 
can be driven by ion-ion collisions ' alone. The 
siIllulation results suggest that the reduction of 
the conductivity and the particle flux depend 
linearly on (l/n.)dn/ dr. Since the finite orbit 
effect on electrons is very weak, the elect ron 
transport is unchanged in t he presence of steep 
density gradient. Then the neoclassical particle 
transport could generat.e a radial electric field, 
\V hich is under investigation. 
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